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As we enter again into the holy season of Lent, we mediate on the
Cross, the means that God used to save us. During this season we
acknowledge that suffering has meaning and merit when it is united
to our Lord and to His Cross. When we think of the cross, or of
suffering, or even of doing penance, most of us are repelled and
fight against it; we want an easier way! Often when sickness,
suffering, or death enter our lives, we want a different way, an
easier way to Heaven. Many of us can relate to Saint Simon of
Cyrene, the innocent passerby who just happened to come upon
our dear Lord on His way to Calvary. Though he first fought against
the mighty task of bringing a bit of relief and help to our Savior, as
He carried His cross for us, Simon eventually learned that he was
the one who gained infinitely from the small act he did.

Because God is never outdone in generosity, it was Simon who
received the most that day, not Jesus. It is Simon who was
rewarded and blessed, both in history and in eternity, with the
singular honor of helping our Lord to carry His Cross on Good Friday.
And in this profound work of mercy Simon too probably suffered; he
too was exhausted and thirsty; and in his physical closeness to our
Lord’s redemptive suffering, Simon was probably wounded by the
cross and pierced by Our Lord’s Crown of Thorns, so close did he
come to Jesus in carrying His Cross. By taking the Cross offered
to him, Simon allowed himself to be drawn near the Precious Blood
by which we are redeemed. Who can fathom all the blessings this
“cross” bestowed on Simon?
The image here on the cover is indeed unique. It pictures Simon
with his own cross, next to and leaning upon the cross of Jesus
Christ. I think that this image gives us all something to ponder as
we walk forward during Lent and in our daily struggles. All suffering,
when united to Christ and His suffering, if endured with Him,
bears fruit in time and in eternity. We do not know all the ways
that Saint Simon of Cyrene’s life was changed that day through his
sacrifice for our Lord. We also don’t know how our lives will be
changed and especially our eternal life when we embrace the daily
cross that our Lord sends us.

Our Lord invites us each day to carry
our cross with generosity and with love.
The merit and fruitfulness of our
sufferings and sacrifice comes from
our acceptance of the cross just as
our Lord presents it to us.

“The everlasting God has in His wisdom foreseen from eternity the cross that
He now presents to you as a gift from His inmost Heart. This cross He now
sends you He has considered with His all-knowing eyes, understood with
His divine mind, tested with His wise justice, warmed with His loving arms
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and weighted with His own hands to see that it be not one inch too large
and not one ounce too heavy for you. He has blessed it with His holy Name,
anointed it with His grace, perfumed it with His consolation, taken one last look

at you and your courage, and then sent it to you from heaven, a special greeting
from God to you, an alms of the all-merciful love of God.”
~Saint Francis de Sales
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We adore you, O Christ, and we praise you –
because by your Holy Cross you have redeemed the world.

“It was not merely death that sinful people wished our Blessed
Savior; it was a particular kind of death upon the sign of contradiction. Fearing that exhaustion and weakness would rob them of
unfurling Him, like a banner of warning on top of Mount Calvary,
they forced Simon of Cyrene to help Him with His task. Simon
saw in the cross only a shameful burden of wood, but not the
burden of the world’s sins. Hence, he became at first an unwilling
helper. But a few minutes in the sweet company of Jesus
changed his outlook; his slavery became freedom, his constraint

became love, and his reluctance became sweet abandon.
We too are like Simon in his first moments; we know about Jesus,
but we do not know Jesus. We have feared to be a sharer of His
cross, and hence have loved Him little, because we have known
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Him only a little. We have too often insisted on beginning with
pleasure, when it is with pleasure that we should have ended.”
~Venerable Fulton J. Sheen
Saint Gianna’s Maternity Home

Jessie (Carlson) Knutson is no stranger to Saint Gianna’s;
she and her cousin and good friend Madeline (Shaft) Running
grew up with us in Warsaw. Their parents were involved in our
work, and they were at the beautiful and energetic young age
of 10, as they began coming with their moms and eventually
coming and ‘camping out’ here on weekends and during time
off from school, being a part of many holiday celebrations and
even summer vacations.

They were a tremendous gift to our little ones and brought joy
and life here as our Home was in its toddler stage. They have
always held a special place in our heart, and when we began to
think about adding a board member or two, these are the ones
who first came to mind. We feel it is important to add younger
members who have the vision of this home and share the
love and joy of Saint Gianna’s to continue this mission in the
future. Unfortunately, Madeline lives in Indiana with her husband
and little girl, Lucy. However, we are blessed that Jessie still lives
in Grand Forks with her husband and son, Theo. It is with great
joy and hope that we warmly welcome Jessie in her new
capacity as a board member.

Jessie, Craig and son, Theodore

“My name is Jessica Knutson, I grew up in Grand Forks
and attended Red River High School. Furthering my
education, I attended the University of Mary where I
received my degree in nursing. My husband Craig and
I were married at St. Stanislaus in July of 2016. We
now have a 20-month-old son named Theodore and
are living in Grand Forks. Our family is eager to become
more involved with Saint Gianna’s Maternity Home.
My work with the pro-life movement began at a young
age in 2004 when my cousin, Madeline, and I began to
help in caring for the children at Saint Gianna’s Maternity
Home. The experiences of volunteering at the Home
were greatly influential in forming both of our vocations.
Currently, Madeline serves as the program coordinator
of faculty for life at the University of Notre Dame, and I
am working as a registered nurse on the OB unit at Altru
Hospital. I was honored to be asked to be a part of the
board at the Saint Gianna’s Home. I feel this a good
expansion in my vocation promoting the culture of life
in North Dakota. I am excited to be a part of the next
generation’s effort in the pro-life movement.”
Spring - 2019

Jessie, Kassity and cousin, Madeline

Jessie and Blaise
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GHD photos of Nora
were provided by
Heather Morey
Photography.

Thank you all for your AMAZING generosity to Saint Gianna’s Maternity Home! We raised
about $120,000.00, including our match, which surpassed our goal of $80,000! We have also
placed in the TOP TEN for our budget category!
Official numbers are still expected from Dakota Medical in April. In 24 hours, 28,705 donors
raised $13,089,253, making this region the most generous place on the planet! We are
grateful for Dakota Medical Foundation, Impact Foundation and Alex Stern Family Foundation
for allowing us to participate in GHD, which is our biggest fundraiser. We also thank Scheel’s
for choosing us to participate in their “All on Board” Award. This award is awarded to us if
100% of our board members give on GHD to Saint Gianna’s, and because they did, we will
receive $2000 from Scheels.
Your gift is being put to work at Saint Gianna’s Maternity Home as we serve mothers and
babies who are in need of hope and a home. Your generosity helps mothers CHOOSE LIFE
for their precious little ones. Once again, thank you for your gift on this special day and
for your continued support of Life!
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+AUDREY CLEARY by Daniel & Carol Cashman
+DIANNE HOFFMAN by Anonymous
+BABY JOY by Steve & Laura Owens
+PHIL HUCK by Dwight & Phyllis Thompson
+PHYLLIS SIMON by Chelse Simon
+MARCELLINE ZOLA by Penny Zola
+PAUL & JUNE STAFKI by Lyle & Angela Hansen
+JEAN WANNER by Jim Wanner, Kirk & Leann Ripplinger, Kent & Lisa
Wanner
+LEO PIECHOWSKI by KeAnna Piechowski
+GABRIEL CRIST by Nicole Crist
+GEORGE & RUTH CUMMINS by Dwaine & Melissa Blanscet
+EDWIN NAGEL by Timothy Nagel
+BRYAN GRABANSKI by Merlyn & Dolores Grabanski, Shannon &
Dena O’Connor, Arnold & Barb Lizakowski, Alyssa Hagedorn, Lee &
Linda Lessard, David & Karen Kamrowski, Darrin & Dina Muggli,
Jared & Erica Kamrowski
+DARLENE LIZAKOWSKI by Arnold & Barb Lizakowski, Merlyn &
Dolores Grabanski
+FLOYD GEMMILL by Laura Brodina
+DONALD MC ALLISTER by Jeaninne Mc Allister
+TEHNLEE EILEEN TEBERG by Randy & Eileen Teberg
+FATHER DAN MRNAREVIC by Dale & Sarah Scheett
+HEINZ “CHIP” SCHELHAMMER by Bryan & Maura Wilburn
+RAY & EILEEN ZETTLER by Tim & Susan Durbin
+PAT BRAUNBERGER by Raphael & Lela Grim
+LARRY KRAFT by Pam Kraft
+SHIRLEY GRABANSKI, RONALD FRENCH, JOAN SCHUMACHER,
LOUISE SCHANILEC by Merlyn & Dolores Grabanski
+SYLVESTER & MARIAN KASPRICK EBERTOWSKI by James & Insuk
Ebertowski
+JOHN MONDRY by Richard Ray
+NEVAEH ZACHER by Lisa Fortney
+HILARY, EVELYN & WYATT FELTMAN by Gerri Anderson
+JIM & SALLY GAUSTAD by Mike & Sue Callahan
+GRANDSON, SAMUEL FRANCIS SCHWEBACH by Bruce & Christine
Bartholomew
+LUKE LUTOVSKY by Karen Cudmore
+MARLENE DAUKSAVAGE by Larry & Rachel Dauksavage
+NATALIE WAVRA by Brian & Kelly Wavra
+KATHRYN FRANCES SWEENEY by Robert & Michelle Sweeney
+GARY BARCLAY by Edward & Debra Karas
+REGINA RIDL by Monte & Diane Kovash
+LOUIS & ANITA PINE by Galen & Carolyn Erb
+BILL & MARY WILMOT, PETER STUMPF by Robert & Judi Wilmot
+KEVIN CHARBONNEAU by Pat & Donna Burton
+MARY ANN WOLF by Gary Littlefield
+OSBORNE BJORNSTAD, ED & ALICE KELLER by Gerard & Joni
Keller
+DECEASED FAMILY by Doug & Lil Homstad
+FRANCIS XAVIER by Jerry & Darcy Meier
+FATHER PETER HUGHES by Anonymous
+CONRAD HAPKA, SR., ROSE PRZYBYLSKI by Ryan & Mary Johnson
+DONALD MCCARTHY by Philip & Kathleen Zubrod
+BETTY MOE by Richard W. & Barbara A. Seeger
+SHALLEY SIMEK by Bradley & Wendy Simek
+MARY & CLAIR FISCHER by William & Judith Hanson
+JAMES & FLORENCE JOHNSON by Daniel & Mary Jo Gusaas
+MICHELLE DUPPONG by Ken & Mary Ann Duppong, Bradley & Lisa
Gray
+PALMER & ROZELLA HOLDEN by Jack & Dorothy Orts
+J.D. MILLER, GUY MILLER by Brian & Kelly Schanilec
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OUR CHILDREN by Greg & Maureen Potucek
BILL & JILL GRIMSTAD’S 50th Anniversary by Michael & Kristin Higgins
GRANDCHILDREN GINNY & WYATT HUTTON by Lowell Schweigert
ARIANNA ELIZABETH HAGER by Linda Brubaker
GRANDDAUGHTERS, MACKENZIE & KENDALL MAREK by Michael &
Julie Marek
ISOBEL KERIAN by James & Eleri Kerian
MARY PAT JAHNER by Michael & Shawn Hagstrom, Bernie & Amy Dallum,
Grant & Jackie Shaft
JIM & JUDY HOFF by David & Miracle Hoff
ISAIAH JUDE BADAMI by Bernard & Emily Harrington
THOMPSON KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS by Simon Stang
SAWYER MANN by Michael & Terrie Mann
BRIAN KENNELLY by Brandon & Dana Kennelly
RYLEE WALL by Ryan & Robin Wall. Julie Hinschberger, Anonymous
THE UNBORN by Griggs County Right to Life
TAMARA & GLEN KROGMAN by Judy Joeb
ROY & JANICE PFEIFER for choosing life by Father Neil Pfeifer
ST. JOHN THE BAPTIST PRO-LIFE GROUP by Paul & Marlys Dotzenrod
AVERY ELIZABETH HARVEY by Michael & Lisa Harvey
JOEL & BECKIE KACZYNSKI
GEORGE MAERTENS by Sharon Maertens
THE WALL’S by Stephanie Kupser
ALL UNBORN BABIES by Paulette Martin
ADAM JOES SWANSON by Scott & Lora Swanson
LOIS & MARY by Kenneth & Carol Gardner
ADVOCATES FOR TRUTH & JUSTICE by Brian & Ev Klose Kappel
THE GAYTAN FAMILY by Caroline Koppenhaver
BISMARCK-MANDAN RIGHT TO LIFE by Diane Marquart
DEVAN VEER by Anonymous
GEORGE & PHYLLIS BASKERVILLE by Charles Baskerville
OUR GRANDCHILDREN by Ron & Patty Vasek
ROSE CASAVANT by Jodi Lagasse
MARY BETH SEXTON by Donald & Gloria Doescher
OUR GRANDSONS, CREWEN, DUNCAN & SULLIVAN FELTMAN by
Roger & Yvonne Feltman
DUANE & DORIS LIFFRIG by John & Zoey Liffrig
TRACY FINNEMAN by Katie Deutsch
“ALL WHO MAKE THIS BEAUTIFUL HOME POSSIBLE” by John & Laurie
Santangelo
AL & BARB LANGER by Thomas & Stacey Langer
MARY ARMSTRONG by Anonymous
EMREE EWONIUK by Eric & Nicole Ewoniuk
TAYLOR TERNES by Carol Kuntz
DEACON BRUCE & TERRI DAHL by Michael & Melissa Flaherty
FATHER JOSEPH by Grant & Jackie Shaft, Sabrina Schmitz
BERRY FAMILY by Suzanne Berry
GRANDKIDS: EVA, OWEN, GAVIN, LANDON, GAILLION by Allan & Susan
Szklarski
IONE SMITH by Kris Solemsaas
BETHANY KREBS by Dr. Sue Mathison
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“I came to Saint Gianna’s Maternity Home on
May 11, 2018. And only 10 days later I gave
birth to my daughter, Eliza Delphine (Ella),
on May 21st. She arrived a little earlier than
expected but was (and still is) perfect. Before
my time at Saint Gianna’s I lived in Devils Lake,
and I was going down a path that wasn’t good
for me and especially not for my child. I was
not sure where life was going to take me,
but I knew that something needed to change.
Thankfully, I was presented a few options or
ways that could help me and Eliza, and Saint
Gianna’s was one of them. I didn’t know what a maternity home even was. However, the
Gianna Home has changed my life and given Eliza a wonderful start in life.
They helped me be a good mother; I wasn’t ready - I didn’t have any of the things (like clothes
and diapers and a crib), but I also didn’t know what to do. She was my first born, and I was

young. I love being a mom, and I am happy I was here to get that help.
I also had always wanted to be baptized; I was ready to learn more about the Church and holy
things. I took classes, and in November my little girl was baptized and so was I. I was also
confirmed and received my first Holy Communion. I went to Fort Totten for these Sacraments,
so some of my family could be there with me too. I was happy that both Father Chuck (Leute)
and Father Joseph could be a part of this special day. I also worked on classes and different
skills while I was here. I was very behind in school and still needed to continue to work on that.
I am working toward my GED now.
Some of the things I like the most at Saint Gianna’s were the holidays and getting ready for
them, helping with special events, meeting the people who work here and also other moms,
and going on summer vacation.
I don’t think I would have done all these things without the Saint Gianna Home, and I
am thankful that I could be a part of their family this year. I hope we can always keep in
touch. I am moving back to be closer to my family at the end of April. I am so excited for this
and also a little scared. I want to thank everyone and ask you to keep praying for me and
my little girl!”
Love, Aliza and Eliza
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Eliza, one month old.

Baptism of both Aliza and Eliza pictured with
Father Chuck and Father Joseph.

Eliza, nine months old.

The Lord’s revelation to Saint Rose of Lima should give us
all strength and courage and hope during difficulties and
struggles in our life:
“Let all men know that grace comes after tribulation.
Let them know that without the burden of afflictions
it is impossible to reach the height of grace. Let
them know that the gifts of grace increase as the
struggles increase. Let men take care not to stray
and be deceived. This is the only true stairway to
paradise, and without the cross they can find no
road to climb to Heaven.”
…“If only mortals would learn how great it is to
possess divine grace, how beautiful, how noble,
how precious. How many riches it hides within
itself, how many joys and delights! Without doubt
they would devote all their care and concern to
winning for themselves pains and trouble, infirmities
and torments, instead of good fortune, in order to attain the unfathomable treasure of grace. This
is the reward and the final gain of patience. No one would complain about his cross or about
troubles that may happen to him, if he would come to know the scales on which they are
weighed when they are distributed to men.”
Spring - 2019
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When you make the way of the Cross,
there are only a few people who are
mentioned or who stand out as noteworthy beside our Savior on the Road to
Calvary. The fifth station is about Saint
Simon of Cyrene who walks with our
Lord and helps Him to carry His cross.
The sixth station brings out another most
beloved saint, Saint Veronica: A saint
who we know very little about except for
this beautiful and simple act of bravery
and charity during Christ’s bitter passion;
a woman who dared in the midst of the
chaos and violence to offer a simple bit
of refreshment and care to our suffering
Lord. Her beautiful witness should
cause us all to pause because it is so
simple and yet so profound, so heroic
and yet so attainable.
We are all called to comfort our Lord in
those who are suffering in this world,
those who are alone, vulnerable, sick,
abused, and afraid - and we are all
called to bravely walk out in the middle of chaos and injustice to defend the truth,
to do what is right, to risk our reputation and good standing, to be the voice for
those who have no voice, to be a voice for our Lord, and in today’s world, to be a
clear voice of truth and morality, especially when it regards the dignity of each human
person, from natural conception to natural death, the rights of the unborn, the newborn,
the sick, the elderly, and the rights of Christian Marriage and family.
In our society we have become very desensitized about the beauty and dignity of human
life. It seems that since 1973 when abortion was legalized in this country, a lot has
changed; it has become an acceptable norm, and now, we are progressing rapidly to
legalize and make commonly acceptable euthanasia and even infanticide. There have
been votes in the past couple of months to protect babies born alive after a failed abortion –
and many in politics have voted against this. In fact, at present, every person who has
come forward from Congress to run as new nominees for president voted against this.
They voted to let these babies die. It is almost incomprehensible!!!
There have been many people who make references to our pro-life president and have
gone so low as to compare him to a dictator and even Hitler – yet it is these very people
who many times want to kill the innocent and who have no compassion for the unborn,
the newborn, the handicapped, and the elderly, or want to destroy Christian Marriage!
8
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I am aware that our President is not perfect - like the rest of us - and that there are many
who continue to point out his defects and to work against him. But as our President, he
has fought hard to maintain the freedom of religion and the dignity of human life. He has
been a brave and strong voice for the unborn, and I am most grateful for his bravery in
this fight for the most fundamental right to life. I am certain that if he changed his stance
and supported planned parenthood, legalizing abortion, and the homosexual agenda,
many of those against him would no longer oppose him.
Thank God for his courage during this time in our country. During the State of
the Union speech in February he said, “Let us work together to build a culture that
cherishes innocent life. And let us reaffirm a fundamental truth - all children - born
and unborn - are made in the holy image of God.” (President Donald Trump).
This is a beautiful quote and should give us great hope to continue in this fight – the most
important fight we will ever have. There are many good political issues and causes,
but without the gift of life, nothing matters. Life is truly the most fundamental right.
What are we doing? This is a fight for life - THIS IS THE FIGHT OF OUR LIVES - we
must be strong and faithful, and we must continue! Are we fighting with every
fiber of our being for these precious little ones? We must be very bold, very
vigilant, and very prayerful as we fight for the truth about life, and we fight to
maintain the Christian beliefs that are fundamental to our free nation and for the
good of every human person. Let us, like Saint Veronica (as well as our beloved
patroness, Saint Gianna), be brave and loving, willing to do the right thing – no
matter what the circumstances, no matter if it popular or not, no matter if we are
rejected or demoted or stand alone, despite any personal risks or costs.

“They that hope in the Lord will renew their strength, they will soar on
eagles’ wings; they will run and not grow weary, walk and not grow faint.”
~Isaiah 40:31
“When the time comes as it surely will, when we face that awesome moment, the final judgment,
I’ve often thought, as Fulton Sheen wrote (now Venerable Fulton Sheen), that it is a terrible
moment of loneliness. You have no advocates, you are there alone standing before God and a
terror will rip through your soul like nothing you can imagine. But I think that those in the pro-life
movement will not be alone. I think that there will be a chorus of voices that have never
been heard in this world but are heard beautifully and clearly in the next world, and they
will plead for everyone who has been in this movement. They will say to God, ‘Spare him
because he loved us,” and God will look at you and say not, ‘Did you succeed?’ but ‘Did you try?’”
–Henry Hyde (American Statesman, d. 2007)

Thank you for being a part of the work of Saint Gianna’s.
May God generously reward you for your pro-life commitment!

Spring - 2019
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+ABORTED & MISCARRIED BABIES by Michael & Jeanie
McHugo, Karla Schell, Brian & Mary Beth Schneider
+MAYNARD AMES by Vince & Valerie Ames
+PATRICIA ANDERSON, VICKI COOK, DELORES MATHISON
by Curt & Mary Ellen Kirking
+JIM ANTONVICH by Elton & Shereen Faber, Bob & Ruth Geske
+KENNETH BARTA by Todd Burianek, Wayne & Carol Denault, Deacon Tom
& Mary Geffre, Dennis & Holly Lyons, Sheila Slominski
+BETTY BATA, MIKE MUHS by Sally Stremick
+EDITH BAUER, JACK BRUMMOND, DANIEL DUB, ROGER KOVARIK,
DREW LIEN, ANN LEMON, MARY LONGAKER, MICHAEL MUHS,
LLOYD ROSHA, WENDY (WALEN) SATHER, DON STRIETZ by Kevin
& Julie Zikmund
+DONALD BEATON by Brian Beaton
+IRENE BENZ by Father Gary Benz
+BEN BINA by Shirley Sobolik
+JANET BINA by Brad & Nadine Schanilec
+GORDON BINSTOCK by Bernard & Bernie Zastoupil
+ARNOLD BRAATEN by George & Faye Moen, Lanny & Sheryl O’Cain,
Norma Szeveczyk, Anonymous
+PAT BRAUNBERGER by Larry & Gayle Coles, Deacon Tom & Mary Geffre
+LAVERNE BURKHOLDER, AURELIA DUFFY, STANLEY SMITH,
MATILDA STOLTMAN by Wilbert & Mary Jane Eismann
+MATT BUTLER by Debra Johnson
+JAY CARLSON by Grant & Jackie Shaft, Susan Barsness, Terry & Mary Ann
McKenna, Jared & Robbyne Sands
+JOE CARLSON, JUAL CARLSON, JERRY HALEY, KRISTEN LADAE
KLEINSMITH, DOUG NORGARD, PAUL PROUT, ROBERT REIS,
GERALDINE SCHLENKER, TIM USELDINGER by Grant & Jackie Shaft
+ALMA COLLETTE by Dean Collette
+ED DEITZ by Jean Leighton
+HYLAS & JOSIE DIONNE, CHUCK & KEVIN JOHNON by Ramona
Johnson
+MARIE HOUGHERTY, MARTINA FRANZEN, DICK HAMEL, BARB
JOHNSON by Denise Uriell
+JOSEPH DUSEK by Clarice Dusek, Mike & Cecilia Grembowski
+DEAN EVENSON, WAYNE FERDERER, CAL GUSTAFSON, ROMAN
MALARSHICK, CHARLES & ELEANOR MARSH, TODD VOLSHY by
Angie Marsh
+PATRICIA HARVEY EYSALDT by Bob & Donna Harvey
+SISTER ANN FRAWLEY, STEVE FRISLIE, LYDIA JOHNSON, HENRY
NOVAK, DICK WEHAGE, PHYLLIS WILLIAMS by Paul & Pauline
Savageau
+DARLENE FREEBERG, JEANNE KELLY by Terri Kelly Barta
+GREG FREEMAN, JOEY FREEMAN, KATHY MOUM by Philip & Reine
Freeman
+MARGARET FRIES by Joe & Melinda Fridrich
+SALLY GAUSTAD by Todd Burianek, Kenny & Evelyn Kilichowski,
Sheila Slominski
+ELEANOR GAMBUCCI by Susie Shaft
+JEAN GIBBENS, MARVIN SAYLER by Roger & Mary Sayler
+BRYAN GRABANSKI by Merlyn & Dolores Grabanski, David & Karen
Kamrowski
+PAUL GRANN by Ron & Linda Beare
+TIMOTHY L. HANSEN by David & Karen Kamrowski
+CONRAD HAPKA SR., ROSE PRZBYLZSKI by Ryan & Mary Johnson
+DON HARDY, ARDEN LIND by Jared & Robbyne Sands
+ARMEDA HARRIS, JOHN STEARNS by Wayne & Carol Denault
+ARLETT HART by Lee & Linda Lessard
+DOROTHY HELLMAN by Joe & Colleen Ressler
+FRANK HELMOSKI by Deb Slominski
+EUGENE HOEFS, DOROTHY PEDERSON by Al & Connie Brandt
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+OTTO & ROSINA HOFFARTH by Rosemary Groven
+RAY & DIANNE HOFFMAN by Ross & Lori Henningsgard
+ANNA GRACE HOFMANN by Brian & Elly Rau
+CHRIS HUNSICKER by Randy & Lori Zimprich
+LOIS HUTCHINSON by Bruce & Fran Fjelde
+SHIRLEY JACKSON by Curt Mary Ellen Kirking
+THOMAS JENSEN by Steven & Christine Jensen
+CLIVE JONES by Dennis & Felicia Gerszewski
+DECEASED MEMBERS OF THE BERNARD & ANGELINE
KAMROWSKI FAMILY by Joe & Carol Pierce
+HAROLD & AGNES KAMROWSKI by David & Karen Kamrowski
+WILLIAM KLEIN by Clara Klein
+JOE & CORRINE KRAM, PERSHING & BERNICE SIMS by
Jim & Marilyn Kram
+MARIE KRAMER by Charlotte Griffeth
+LARRY KROPP by Deacon Tom & Mary Geffre
+RILIE KUZNIA by Kenny & Evelyn Kilichowski
+LYDIA by John & Kimberly Biby
+RICHARD LARSON by Lee & Linda Lessard
+MILDRED LIES by Jerry & Bev Klein
+AL LILLIAN, ROBERT WOTZKA by Dennis & Joann Volker
+MARIE LIZAKOWSKI by Todd Burianek
+LUKE LUTOVSKY by Craig & Dawn Jarolimek, Charles & Barbara
Ruzicka, Brad & Nadine Schanilec
+ARLO MAAG by Deacon Tom & Mary Geffre
+MARY MARIANI by John Mariani
+ELEANOR MARTIN by Pat & Donna Burton, Laurence & Jean
Charbonneau
+GRACE MIDGARDEN by Curt & Mary Ellen Kirking, George & Faye Moen
+FATHER DANIEL MRNAREVIC by Dorothy Gustafson, Brandon & Dana
Kennelly, Brett & Cherie McAtee, Anonymous
+JOHN MURPHY, NORMAN GOYETTE by Joan Murphy
+TROY NELSON, JESSICA LANGRUD NELSON by Joan Ryan Mangino
+JAN NICE by Thomas & Judith Osowski
+MONSIGNOR NILLES by Charles & Barbara Ruzicka
+VIOLET & MANDY NILSON by Mary Ann Severson
+JAMES ANTHONY NORBERG by Paul & Barb Loegering, Roger & Mary
Sayler
+GRANDSON, TRAVIS NORTON, THOMAS NORTON by Alice Norton
+TOM OPP by Gayle Clifford
+ISABELLE ANNE OWAN by Kevin & Terri Sorenson
+GEORGE PAULEY by Ron & Linda Beare
+JOAN PERIUS by Charles & Barbara Ruzicka
+BELLE PINEDA by Charles & Louella Geraci
+MICHELLE PITTMAN by Fred & Pat Jahner
+WILLIAM POLUCK by Catholic Community Quilters
+LEANDER & ROSELLA RICHTER by James L. Richter
+RITA RIEDESEL by Brett & Cherie McAtee
+MARGARET M. RIEDINGER by Ralph Riedinger
+MELVIN REMILLARD by Shirley Sobolik
+PARENTS & BROTHERS by Tom & Mary Sanko
+JOHN SAUER by Alfreda Sauer
+LOUISE SCHANILEC by Betty Feltman, Jim & Kathy Gudajtes, Craig &
Dawn Jarolimek, Edmund & Ann Jiskra, Ray & Kathy Korynta, Charles
& Barbara Ruzicka
+RODNEY & EVELYN SCHOTT by Vern & Mary LeBlanc
+MARY LOUISE SHANKAR by Laurence & Jean Charbonneau
+ANNA WHELAN SJURSEN by Curt & Mary Ellen Kirking, Mike & Michelle
Such
Saint Gianna’s Maternity Home

+MAVIS SOGARD by Grant & Jackie Shaft
+STAN STANCYK by Marci Franson
+TONY TANATA by Kay Tanata
+ELWOOD & ELLEN TETRAULT by Lisa Tetrault Sonterre
+ SAM THIEL by Brad & Nadine Schanilec
+KING THOELKE FAMILY, JR WILLIAMS FAMILY by Fred & Mary
Thoelke
+JOSEPH & ELIZABETH UNGER by Father Robert Unger
+JULIANNE URNESS by George & Sharon Maertens
+CLARENCE WALSKI by Johanna Walski, Betty Feltman, Jim & Rita Havis,
Dale & Judy Plutowski, Dorothy Plutowski, Deb Slominski
+JAMES WALSKI by Roger & Yvonne Feltman, Jared & Robbyne Sands,
George & Georgian Wysocki
+NATALIE WAVRA by Robert & Gail Clement, Ron & Kathy Wavra
+IRENE WENSTAD by Brenda Rohrich
+LEONA WYSOCKI by Ray & Kathy Korynta

Hannah Cecilia by Kelly & Keila Baker
Benedict Benz by Father Gary Benz
Sue Bono by Eduardo & Theresa Gonzalez
First grandchild, Dean by Glen & Tawnia Heilman
Father Luiten by Brian Beaton
Children’s Godparents by Joseph & Bethany Johnson
Tom & Mary Geffre by Joseph & Bethany Johnson
Lucille Passa’s 90th birthday by Kenny & Evelyn Kilichowski
Ray & Sandy Klinkhammer by Mark Klinkhammer
Matthew & Laura Devick by John & Jan Klocke
Lynae Sims & Mike Mosbrucker by John & Jan Klocke
Saint Michael the Archangel for defending the world against the devil
by Angie Marsh
Sara’s Czapiewski’s Religious Education teachers: Father Moen, Kelly
Schanilec, Robbyne Sands by Lee & Sheila Czapiewski
28 grandchildren and their parents, Welsch, Wendlaud, Vetter, Juve,
Soanes, Hollcraft, Rustad families by Tom & Eileen Hegg
Margaret Kraemer by Matthew & Sarah Komprood
Daughter’s birth family by Matthew & Sarah Komprood
Lawrence & Carol Gapp’s 60th wedding anniversary by Alfreda Sauer
Father Al Bitz’ 50th anniversary or priestly ordination by Alfreda Sauer
Bishop Victor Balke, Monsignor Mike Foltz, Father Matt Schmitz,
Father Maschio Mascarenghas by Michael & Julie Marek
Father Phil Ackerman, Father Will Osvak by Alfreda Sauer
Gianna McKenna by Tim Mckenna
Bishop Folda, all Priests of the Diocese of Fargo by Chuck & Kay
Morehead
Ralph Tucker by Brian & Jill Petersen
Greg & Colette Furness by Joe & Colleen Ressler
Monsignor Goering, Father Robert Smith, Father Charles Fischer by
Norm & Joan Rheault
Mike & Terri Nash by Scott & Kelli Schneider
Liz Schumacher by John S. Schumacher
Volker family by Dennis & Joann Volker
Elwood & Dorothy Schumacher by Matt & Jami Schumacher
Huot family, Schneibel family, Tousignant family, Therese Warmus,
Katie Bjorgaard by Michael & Lynnae Braun
Our family by James & Annette Smykowski
Staff at Saint Gianna’s by Susan Olson
Father Joseph, Mary Pat Jahner by Dr. Steve & Jeanne Pavela
Jesse & Julie Cabinaw family by John & Jan Klocke

By Grant & Jackie Shaft
By Brian Beaton
By Al & Connie Brandt
By Gene Tuhy
By Marguerite Tritt
By Roger & Mary Sayler
By Don & Marie Nistler
By Daniel O’Neill
By Mona Little
By Robert White
By Dennis & Joann Volker
Brother’s health by Michael & Marsha Allmaras
For family by Bruce & Betty Conkins
Emily Gault by Philip & Reine Freeman
Natasha by Loreen Hartman
Seminarian Jacob Hugo by Jeff & Eileen Hugo
Save all babies from abortion and lead them to adoption.
For Peace by Clara Klein
For family by Kirk & Tamara Kuykendall
Health of Kuznia family by James & Ione Kuznia
Happy and blessed Christmas for Delores Hackenberg by
Terry & Mary Ann McKenna
For grandchildren by Chuck & Kay Morehead
Dale Stremick family by Sally Stremick
Suicide victims and their families by Karla Schell
Elizabeth, Hannah, Clare Teresa, Rose, Philip John
Safe delivery of baby by Luke & Melinda Seidling
Riske, Wocken families living & deceased by Robert & Marilyn
Wocken
President Trump and Congress will co-operate in getting the best for
the American people by Chuck & Kay Morehead

Jim & Kathy Gudajtes’ 50th wedding anniversary by Kenny &
Evelyn Kilichowski, Mary Mondry
Birth of Colby Rodger Sims by John & Jan Klocke
Liz Grzadzielewski’s birthday by Kenny & Evelyn Kilichowski
Theresa Lothspeich’s 85th birthday by Paul & Barb Loegering
Newborn, Quinn Caleb Gibson and grandparents Shawn Smith &
Monica Maestas-Smith
Delores Hackenberg & Babe Belzer’s birthdays by Terry & Mary Ann
McKenna
Marriage of Ross & Paula Keller by Todd Burianek
Harvey & Rosemary Heise’s 50th wedding anniversary by Wayne &
Carol Denault
Birth of Katherine Marie Ries by Laura M. Devick
Todd Burianek’s birthday by Tom & Mary Dusek, David & Mary Hills
Maureen Anderson’s birthday by Chuck & Kay Morehead
Shannon & Dena O’Connor’s 7th wedding anniversary by Pat & Betty
Lou O’Connor
Maria Thompson, Lori Bakken’s birthdays by Grant & Jackie Shaft
Birthday wishes for Bob, Fred, Roberta, Donna & Patty by Bob &
Donna Harvey
Intentions are from November 12th through March 14th.
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Thank you for helping provide a

“Future and a Hope”
(Jeremiah 29:11)

for the mothers and little one’s
at Saint Gianna’s!

Kae Kae (Dorothy Kae), who is due as this newsletter goes to
print with a son, Jeremiah James (J.J.). Please keep this
beautiful young mother and her son in your prayers.

